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Abstract. Plasma fluid models like B2, UEDGE or EDGE2D are the standard tools

for simulation of scrape-off layer physics, both for design and experimental support.

The concept of a numerical tokamak, aiming at a predictive code for ITER, triggers the

need to re-assess the available tools and their necessary extensions. These additional

physics issues will be summarized. The experience existing in other scientific fields

with multi-scale problems and modeling should be used as a guide. Here, the coupling

strategies are in particular of interest for fusion problems. As a consequence, a certain

construction of integrated modeling codes is needed: depending on the specific problem,

models allowing different levels of complexity will be needed. Therefore, a hierarchy

of tools is necessary, which will be discussed.
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1. Introduction

Fluid models like B2, UEDGE or EDGE2D are the standard tools for simulation of

scrape-off layer physics, both for design and experimental support [1–5].

The description of plasma-wall interactions, including the presence of walls and

atomic physics processes within the plasma, is absolutely necessary for an understanding

of edge plasmas [6,7]. The necessary building blocks for a model of the edge plasma are

shown in Fig. 1.
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Figure 1. Components of a comprehensive edge plasma model.

The knowledge of the experimental magneto-hydrodynamic equilibrium is a

necessary pre-requisite for any work in edge plasma physics. General plasma fluid

theory is needed to derive the transport equations in the plasma edge region. Kinetic

theory is necessary to obtain a correct description of parallel transport and the sheath

that builds up in front of walls with which the plasma is in contact. This further

defines boundary conditions to be used in the fluid model of the transport code. The

interactions between plasma and walls also require a detailed understanding of the

processes between the material surface and the plasma ions and neutrals (sputtering,

reflection, recombination). Atomic and molecular processes have a major influence on

the plasma through ionisation and recombination, for which collisional-radiative models

are used (which even include vibrationally resolved molecules). The classical transport

of neutrals strongly determines the plasma operating regime. In order to be able to

optimize existing designs, the complete kinetic transport equation must be solved in full

geometry. Because of the existence of turbulent radial transport in fusion experiments,
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one must include scaling laws or a direct coupling to turbulence codes in order to

guarantee reliable predictions. Finally, one must also solve the numerical problems

which arise from the extreme anisotropy of the transport equations (because of the very

strong parallel electron heat conductivity), as well as combine all the above elements into

a useful code, which should produce meaningful results on the basis of a very complex

physics model within reasonable computer run times.

Plasma edge modeling made large progress over the last 20 years driven by the

development of large code packages like B2-Eirene (now: SOLPS), UEDGE or EDGE2D

[1–5]. These codes were developed to support existing machines for experiment

interpretation and design optimization [8–16], but also to support the ITER design

process [17–22].

Since about 1990 the list of physics to be included in such packages was agreed

on [23–29] and step-by-step introduced:

• Parallel transport, including kinetic corrections;

• Perpendicular transport, based on turbulence theory or measurements;

• Inclusion of drifts and currents;

• Impurity physics: Generation (plasma-wall interaction) and transport (e.g. im-

provement of parallel transport model using 21-moments) of impurities;

• Neutral physics: Generation (plasma-wall interaction) and transport (full 3D

Boltzmann equation including neutral-neutral collisions);

• Atomic and molecular physics: Reliable data for all processes (ionization,

recombination, charge exchange, vibrational excitation of molecules, . . . ), radiation

transport;

• Inclusion of 3D effects: Limiters in the main chamber, effect of error fields and

ergodic effects (close to X-point or in an ergodic layer).

The concept of a numerical tokamak, aiming at a predictive code for ITER, triggers

the need to reassess the available tools and their necessary extensions. This paper will

try to focus on the following basic questions:

What are the problems to be solved in edge modeling? Here, important open

questions will be shortly discussed together with ideas and strategies to solve them.

Which strategies should be followed? Several possibilities of multi-scale coupling

exist based on experience from other scientific fields, which will be summarized.

What are the consequences of these strategies? The idea of integrated modeling

can be interpreted in very different ways, e.g. coupling of more and more sophisticated

codes. This paper suggests and discusses a concept for integrated modeling with a

flexible structure.

2. Problems in edge modeling

The goal to construct a predictive code for ITER and to develop a numerical tokamak

needs to put further efforts into the improvement of existing tools. In the following,
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typical examples of actual problems in edge plasma modeling are presented.

2.1. Plasma model

The fluid equations are accepted and agreed upon for collisional regimes [30–36]. Special

effort was necessary to complete the work for drifts and currents [37–49]. Here, a key

element for a numerical implementation was the analytical removal of the divergence-free

terms from the equations to guarantee a numerical robust scheme [44]. The equation for

the electric potential is determined from the divergence-freeness of the currents (charge

separation occurs on short kinetic scales, namely the Debye length, which is not included

in fluid models). One remaining topic is here the discussion about the contributions in

the radial currents [42, 46]. Turbulence studies show that only anomalous viscosity

– either Reynolds stress or corrections from gyro-viscosity – can create anomalous

transport. Anomalous current resistivity cannot create anomalous transport or a radial

electric field, because resistivity is a momentum-conserving friction between electrons

and ions [50]. In the numerical performance, all codes still suffer from large reductions

of time steps for regimes with large gradients when the drift terms can get very large.

If the time step gets down to small values (typically 10−7 s) the advantages of fully

implicit schemes disappear and explicit methods might be a real alternative [48, 49].

Further detailed analysis is needed, because otherwise only limited point studies are

possible.

The kinetic effects can be important for the edge plasma modelling. There is

an intrinsic kinetic problem here: to formulate boundary conditions on a material

surface one needs some kind of kinetic treatment. Furthermore, due to operation at low

densities for e.g. advanced scenarios, the problem of kinetic corrections and limits for

parallel transport coefficients gets more and more important [3, 51–53]. Usually, local

limits of fluid transport coefficients are used. However, if these limits get important

they can only indicate that full kinetic models are necessary. Another approach is to

couple fluid codes with some simplified kinetic modelling: Andrei Kukushkin et al. [54]

combined self-consistently 2D fluid transport model with two 1D kinetic equations in

BGK-approximation to take account of kinetic effects for thermal conductivity, viscosity

and boundary conditions. It should be noted that the perpendicular transport can also

be affected: hot edge plasmas will be likely to exhibit potentially significant neoclassical

ion transport and that plasma turbulence may also depend on kinetic effects beyond

fluid theory. Here kinetic effects arise from radial coherence over scales larger than the

gyroradius for (banana) transport and turbulence may have important variations on

scales less than the gyroradius that also requires kinetic models [55,56]. An adjusting of

both parallel and perpendicular transport coefficients of fluid models by coupling with

kinetic codes might be one possible ansatz avoiding the need for kinetic codes resolving

the full gyro-kinetic dynamics, which are extremely expensive in terms of computer time

and memory.

The inclusion of 3D geometry effects is important for several processes in tokamaks:
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limiters in the main chamber are really 3D and studies of ramp-up scenarios for ITER

have to take into account these effects [57]. Also, the 3D MHD effects in ergodic

scenarios, like the use of additional perturbation coils in TEXTOR-DED or DIII-D,

need a description. There are two levels of incorporation of ergodic effects into the edge

models:

(i) using the 2D-codes mentioned before with some effective perpendicular diffusion

coefficients like Rechester-Rosenbluth [58] or

(ii) direct 3D modelling of transport in ergodic configurations [59–61].

The first approach assumes an idealistic situation – full ergodicity without island

remnants etc.; the penalties of the second approach are increased computational time

and the need for local magnetic coordinates with a full metric tensor.

2.2. Neutral model

Depending on the question and the problem addressed, different complexity of this

module is needed. One option is a full kinetic model solving the 3D Boltzmann equation

with Monte Carlo [2, 62] with very different levels of physics implemented [63–65]:

atoms experience ionization, charge-exchange and recombination. Molecules undergo

dissociation and the effect of vibrational excitation is also included. For special cases

non-linear effects of neutral-neutral collisions are needed. Alternatively, simplified fluid

models [3, 66–68] can supply a fast neutral model and still get reasonable accuracy.

A typical example where the problem determines the tool needed is the study of the

formation of the radial electric field in the pedestal region: a full kinetic neutral model

takes too much run-time and details of the solution in the divertor are not really

important for the pedestal physics in most of the cases, therefore fluid models are

chosen. For realistic results, kinetic limits of the neutral transport coefficients (random

walk determined by charge-exchange and ionization) need to be calibrated versus the

full kinetic model. The classical problem of neutral transport is due to the existence

of these different tools usually no problem and does introduce basic uncertainties in

the edge model. However, a problem still remaining is the uncertainty in atomic and

molecular cross-section data below about 5 eV. Also, the coupling of neutral Monte

Carlo codes with finite volume plasma transport codes introduces noise in the coupled

system, which requires additional diagnostics for convergence [69, 70].

2.3. Turbulence

This is the central unresolved topic and the remaining largest uncertainty in the plasma

model. Again, a full spectrum of methods should be used

• Simplified fitting of experimental results for intelligent interpolation of measure-

ments: Here, the 2D codes are used to fit the experimental profiles and diagnostics

to allow an empirical determination of the anomalous transport coefficients [71].
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This allows further analysis of scalings of the transport coefficients, e.g. density

limit studies.

• Physics-based dependencies for playing physics (very important to see the

consequences of certain theories or ideas for a more complete picture): Examples

for this are the study of ballooning-like transport laws [72] or the implementation

of increased radial transport as a characteristic of intermittent (blobby) transport

in the far-outer scrape-off layer [73].

• Ab-initio turbulence models: Again, several levels should be tested from local

parametrization of fluxes [74] to the full coupling of a transport and a turbulence

code [75].

2.4. Plasma-wall interaction

Another important topic is the inclusion of plasma-wall interaction processes. An

example demonstrating the importance of these for the operation of a tokamak is the

chemical erosion of carbon by hydrogen which produces hydrocarbon species [76]. Their

dissociation and recombination in the plasma leads to amorphous hydrocarbon layer

formation, which acts as sponge for hydrogen. Tritium is retained by co-deposition

with carbon on the plasma facing sides or on remote areas, and this can lead to severe

problems with the safety limit of about 1 kg of tritium in ITER.

Simple parametrization and fitting, e.g. by binary collision calculations of

TRIM/TRIDYN for physical sputtering [77] or Roth’s formula for chemical sputtering

[78] is one possibility introducing these effects into edge models. More complex models

like ERO [79] include the full kinetics near the wall. Finally, detailed studies for

physics understanding of the chemical sputtering need complex molecular dynamics

calculations [80].

3. Multi-scale strategies and integrated modeling

For multi-scale problems in general, either a serial coupling or a concurrent tight coupling

as frequently as each time-step is used [81]. This depends on the problem one is

interested in, which might require micro-scale information locally or globally. Examples

for these different approaches are e.g. multi-scale modeling of hydrogen transport

(parametrization of diffusion calculations from molecular dynamics for kinetic Monte

Carlo is possible [82]) or calculations of plasma-enduced cracks in the divertor/wall

material surfaces (using ab-initio methods only in the region close to the crack, otherwise

using classical molecular dynamics [81]). The combination and coupling of more and

more codes does not improve the reliability and predictive quality of such models,

because the individual errors and uncertainties can amplify through the coupling.

Given the experience in multi-scale modeling in other disciplines, the following

strategy for integrated modeling is suggested: One should have several physics modules

with different levels of complexity for the individual problem blocks (standard, upgraded,
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downgraded). A general code combining all most complex sub-models is usually not

needed, because this limits the time-steps and length-scales to the smallest ones in the

problem. Instead, a very flexible tool should be created where the different modules

of varying complexity can be combined depending on the question addressed and the

physics of interest.

A good example is the continuing use of the 2-D codes as intelligent “interpolation”

routines to complement experimental data for variables or regions where data does not

exist (simple as possible for computational speed; e.g. no drifts and currents, simple

neutral model) in contrast to full physics models, where a coupling with turbulence

codes might be important (at least for proof-of-principle studies).

Another example, where a full integrated model is required to be able to get a

realistic description is the problem of ELMs (Edge Localized Modes). These expel

periodocally energy and particles from the hot core into the scrape-off layer and

pose severe power load and erosion problems on the target plates. Here, MHD,

turbulence, transport and plasma-wall interaction needes to be coupled for a full

problem. Depending on the question addressed, different complexity levels are required

for the edge model. Studies of core profile effects will not need a complete and detailed

srcape-off layer model, whereas analysis of time-dependent power loads on the first wall

and target plates and impurity erosion and co-deposition during ELMs will reuqire a

full 3D transport code (even kinetic) and full hydrocarbon surface and bulk plasma

chemistry. Details of a first step towards an integrated ELM model can be found in [83].

The flexibility of combination requires even more work for developing management

and interface structures allowing such a flexible set-up. Not only technical support is

needed but considerable effort by different specialists communicating with each other

to clarify which levels need to be available for a particular question or problem.

Parallel to the module development several validation schemes have to be passed:

• Physics verification: The individual modules have to be checked against analytical

test cases. For the coupling of different modules the physics and equations must

be checked to avoid double-counting (e.g. inclusion of drift effects and calculation

of radial electric field in the edge transport models, but also in turbulence codes,

which one wants to couple with).

• Numerical verification: All codes must be freely accessible with full source code.

Benchmarks between different codes and modules are needed. Codes with different

numerical methods solving the same physics support the validation efforts. No code

or module should be accepted which does not follow these standards.

• Experimental validation: Model systems are needed to benchmark and validate the

code with experiments. The modular structures in the code should allow modular

validation, which is very important, because with many different physics effects

there is the danger that the uncertainties in all modules – either in terms of physics

or numerics – will not allow a real significant result, because the uncertainties are

adding up or even amplify too strongly. This defines the need for hierarchical
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benchmarking increasing the complexity of model systems and sensitivity studies

for each problem addressed. Also, experimental model systems for these hierarchical

checks are needed, e.g. linear devices for turbulence validation or low temperature

plasmas and beam experiments for some aspects of the chemical sputtering problem.

4. Summary

In summary, one can state that complex problems like edge modeling and integrated

modeling require complex tools with flexibility for different systems and questions in

terms of complexity, numerics and physics. The paper presented a brief overview

of challenges in edge plasma modeling, especially related to the integration of many

physical processes. Such integrated systems should be flexible enough to produce both

rapid, approximate assessments, as well as more detailed studies. The proposed effective

strategy will guarantee such flexibility in a ”hierarchical” integrated model of the edge

plasma. Depending on the problem different levels of complexity of the ingredients

should be available from simple analytical up to complete 3D numerical descriptions.
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